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                               Abstract

   The determination of the content of uranium, thorium and potassium in rocks is
a matter of great-concern for the geologist. The iisual Imethod, using the gamma-
ray spectrometer, requires not only relatively expensive apparatus, but alsQ consider-

able time. This is especially true when the samples have a feeble radioactivity,
such as in rocks. In this paper a new approach is described. In this aPproach the

content of uranium and thorium can be obtained by means of the parallel measure-
ments with an alpha-scintillation counter and a radioscope.

                              Introduction

   Up to the present, the raclioactivity cHstribution in granitic bodies has
been investigated by tlie atithors by making use of the radiQscope with a
Lauritsen element, Clesigned specially for the purpose of measuring feeble
radioactivity in pulverized rocl< sanaples.i),2) As a result, interesting information

on the granite problem has been obtained. i},2),3),O It is clesired, however, to

make clear to which nuclides these radioactivitv distributions due.
                                           "
   Recently, an alpha-scintillation counter, fit for the measurement of
raclioactivity of ptilverized rocks, has been designed by the authors and
manufactured by the NTihon Musen Co. , (Aloka ZD-3B). The total alpha parti-
cles em'itted from tlae unit surface area of the sample per tmit time can be
calculatecl froni tlie obsei-vecl counting rate in the sanie way as I{A{iluDA. ancl

NTAGAI have done in the geological age cleterm'inations by the lead/alpha-i'ay
niethod.5) In this reduction, tlae absorption of alphca-rays in the bocly of'
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tlie san'iple itself, the air intervening between the scintillator and the san'iple,

and also the thin aluininium foil which serves as a cover protecting the
scintillator against contaniination, are taken into consideration. It was found

that by combining 'the results obtained by tliis scintillation counter and the

radioscope, the uranium and thorium content of a rock sample can be
obtained. It is a r'easonable cassumption that the contx'ibution of potassium to
the ionization within the radioscope is negligible as compared with 'the ionization

due to thorium and uranium.

               Description of tke alpha-seintillation eeunter

   The alpha-scintillation counter inentionecl above is shown in Fig. 1. It has

er

mple

    Fig. 1 Alpha-ray scintillation counter.

times as a current by means of 10 dynodes
then supplied to the input of the scaler

in the

 endowed

a phosphor of nuilt'i-crystal-

line ZnS(Ag) powder clepos-
ited on a transparent plasti'c

circular disk of 11.8 cin in

diameter, backed with a
conical light-pipe of lucite,

2.5 cm in height, surroun-
cled by light reflector as a

iight guide.,The other encl
of the light-pipe is closely
attaclied to the face of the
1iiZ.. '' photo-multiplier (Du-

Mont 6292), on the back
side of which is depositecl
the photo-catlaode.

   The alpha-particle to be

detected produces a flasli
of light on the phosphor
scireen. This fa'int light is

transmit'ted effic'iently to

the photo-cathode of tlie
multiplier tube, ancl the
pho'to-electrons procluced at

the photo-cathocle, in turn,

are inultiplied about 106
tube. The current pulse is
    with the discriminator
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 (VS-105 IIIi, mfcl. by 'I"okyo Atomic Industrial Co. , Ltd.) through the pre-ampli-

fier (AIoka, PAM-7). By making use of the clual timer' (TM IA), the counting
rate is obtained by measurement ot' at least 1000 counts per sample.

      Prineiple of aipha-par"icle couRting with a scintiHation counter

   An alpha-particle is emi'tted fr'om the nucleus ot' the alpha-rayer without
faii as it disintegrates into the next daughter element, so that alpha-particle
emission is equal to the disintegration of alpha-rayers ii/) number. Of the einitted

alpha-particles only a portion can attack the surface of the scintillator with a

sufficiellt energy to give tlae count. The number of alpha-particles countable
clepencls tipon some factors, such as (D geometrical relation between alpha-ray

sotirce and receiver, including space-angle relation and absorptions by layer of

cair ancl also 'by naetal foil absorber, if they exist, (ii) absorption in the body

of the sample itself, i.e., so-called "self-absorption", and (iii) sensitivity of

the detector. The effect due to back-scattering is negligible for alpha-particles

and counting' Ioss dLie to recovery time of the scintillation counter is also
negligible for a weak rcaclioactive source such as rocks.

    The number of alpha-particles actually to be counted can be expf-essed in
the similar way obtained by one of the authors (H) and NAGAI5} as

n=Lr4pt- [N.,:III, (JR!li.liM,P_-,--a-)2 +N.,..]2,],, (-R--tlc-Ii:.g7)-2- +N.,]i?,-(--)R,{iJii.-llgi:,e)2] (o

where, 7z is expressed as counts per sec. per cm2; xi is the ratio of range of
alpha-particle in sample to that in air; R Ji etc. are iranges oti alpha-particles

frorn each member$ of uranium series, etc.; p is the miniinum energy expressed
in ternis of the range (air-cni), x•vhich can excite the scintillator to cause a

count; a is the thickness (cm in air-equivalent) of the absorber foil plvts the

layer of air intervening between the sample and the scintMator; and Nui etc.
are numbers of atoms of' the each parent element UI etc. decaying per cm3
per second. [L"he suinniation is inacde t'or each alpha-rays fronn each series,
i"espectixre1>r.

      Niow 'that,

             N;f =8•6.06•1023•2,u, • UI •d/Wu,
             iNAcu --7'6. 06'1023'2L.icy ' AcU'df llLicv

             Nr,h =:6•6.06•1023•inh • Th •d/;YTh
wheire W's are atoniic weig'hts; UI, AaU and Th care content in granis of
'the respective elements; d is density of the sample and l's are decay
constants which are
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     )Lui = t!.86•10-i8 5eC=i
     2,.tcu = 3. 11 • 10mi7 SeCr1

     lvh = 1. 58 • 10-i8 sec.mi
Using these relations, the equation (1) becomes:

n=Kiid• i03 [ui ( 3. iilil], (R lftlP_-p")2 + o. i4i,. (R'`R'U-..iTtf-tl!7i]-"-)-U' ]+i. o3Th • ),

 (f'{Tk;,p_'pa)2] ........... ... ... . -• • •-• •+ (2)

  (i) Calcuiation of /xd (absorption factor):

    If the permeability of the niedium to alpha-particles defined in terms of

its atomic composition is denoted by Yt, we have by the Bragg-Kleeman rtile,
      ";n- a viW')'l + b /i;Vl'i +c/Wc+ •••••••••, •••••••••••••••••••••'••(3)

wlaere the medium is assuixted to be composed ot atoms , A, B, C, ••+••••••, in

the relative proportions by weight a, b, c, •••••••••••••••••+•••. Thuts the perinea-

bility of standard dry air is as tabulatecl:

       Atom Composition /IV" 1)ermeability
     Oxygen 0. 23024 tt. ooo 0. 921
     Nitrogen 0. 75539 3. 742 2. 827
     Argon O. 01437 6. 324 O. 091
                    ''''''''t 1.00000 ain.i,=:g.839
    The density of dry air at NTP is O. OO1226 g per ml, therefore

     i.t--k- == -:fil ;g- 0,0P,gg26.3,ttg ._ .... ... .. (,t)

the suffixes a, s showing air and sainple respectively, or

      /td = 3. 194 • 10-'` • Yr, ••••••-••••••••••••+--•••••••••••+••-•••••••••-•••••••••••(tY)

where ds is simply denotecl by d.
    For the available rocks of the known cheniical coniposition sliown in tl"abie

1, similar calculations were made to find the permeability YT, and the results
as well as !.{d are shown in Table 2.

           Table 1. Chemical compositions of the rocks iii the calculation

     NBS Milforcl Rokk6 Tanakami }Iira Hiei Ry6ke NBS I)eccan
        granite granite granite granite granite granite Trap
Si02 80. 57% 74. 07 ?/o 75. 28% 74. 17 P/6 69. 14% 65. 42 0/o 49. 72 ?lo
A120 :s le. 02 12. 5(5 13. 06 13. 14 l5. 65 18. 57 13. 41
}?e2Q] 0. 22 2. 9.E 0. 3E 0. 62 1. (.)4 1. 32 5. 53
FeO L32 •••••• 0. 53 l. 42 I. 87 l..54 9. 49
MgO 0. 11)L 0. 45 0. 48 e. 25 0. 34 0. 60 5. 64
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Table 2. Permeabilitv
                  u
                 th

.N'BS Milford granit/e

Rokk6 granite
Tanakami granlte
Hira granite
I-Iiei granit/e

Ry6ke granite

NBS Deccan trap

4. 69

4. 69.

4. 55

4. 75

4. 75

4. 65

5. 02

" and the values
      f.td
    1. 50 Å~10-3

    l.a 50

    1. 45 ]
    1. 5L,

    1. 52
    1. 49.

1. 60

of !.td of

Illeall

several rocks

: (1. 50 j- O. 01)Å~10-3

   The values of t3.d for the granites are very close, so that 1.50Å~10-3 is
adopted tentatively as xialue of xtd for granite sampies.

  (ii) Determination of p, a and K :
   For the de'termination of p and a, alpha-ray countings were carriecl out
with the puiverlzed borax glass containing chemically pure U30s 7. 53Å~10H3 g1g

used as a "thick source'' just as the same naanner described by }IAfL'u])A and
NTAC.AI (loc. cit.).

    Fig.2 shows the results of the
pulse-height cftnalyses with tlie uraniuin cpm

stanclard mentioned above and thorium
                                     IOO
standard, the pulverized borax glass
fused with allanite from Kitashirakawa,

Kyoto, containing 6. 05Å~10-'`g7"hlg. The

former was proved to be suitable for the

purpose of the present experiment.
   AIpha-ray countings have been made 50
with different number of sheets of the
absorber Al-foil of thickness 3.4 /t and
the ratios of cotints per unit tii:[ie i•xrith

the combination of clifferent number
 (m,n) of sheets of the absorber were o
obtained by the foliowing equcation.

s

d

s

50 too   v
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      n,. (RUfeH.,P_-pMa)2 + (RUft.-,,Pl I-lua)2

      77•n (RIklllei;rna)2 + _(RuRu.I;gLTb7ia)'L

         rm mm(.R"_u_I-p-7ua)2 t. (8.v.ir-pr-7ua)2
         rm (Rur-p- 7za)2 -F (Ruii-p- na)2
    Vlfith the six observation equations for clifferent values of -l-i-';'; the most

probable values of p and a were dete-xiined by means of 'the inethocl of least
spuares, giving the fo]lowing' vaiues:

                a := o. 7s .lrm o. o2

                p= i. 20 t= O. 05 (in cm).
    In the case of rocl< samples, a is reducecl to 0. 60, owing to the clecrease

in the thickness of air layer causecl by tlae clifference in bulk of the uiraniuin

standard ancl rock samples.
   Ass'uming all the member elen3ents of ecftch series are jn radioactAre
equilibrium, the s'timmations 'in the equation (2) were calculated as shown
in the Åíollowing by using the values o'f p and a thus obtained, in which as
the values of ranges of alpha-rays from each alpha-einitter, those summarizecl
by H. YAGODA (1949)6) were adopted ancl also members of vei'y sma]1 branching
ratio xvere neglectecl as usual. The resuits are
                 l (Rvftl,p.twp-a)2 - 13.66

                I;il (Riicv.i7.{li;a)2 == 16. g7

                ]il (RTR8-.Ii;,fls;pa)2 = ls ls

I-Ience, the equation (2) becomes:

     n = Kptd. 103 (44. 86UI + 15. 64Th)
        = 1. 50 • l< (44. 86 Uf + 15. 64Th) •••••••••••••••••+•+••••••i...........•...(7)

   On the other hand, uranitHn ancl thor2urn cor#ents of iXililford granite
 (NBS) were determined by P. IVI. HVRLEy (1959)7) as follows:

        Table 3. U and Th content of Milford granite and Deccan Trap
                 by means of gamma-scintillation coLmting.

      MiiforE/9gE'aSniie (,NrBs) ,' '' 'eU/'s- '(PPPi-)-- {T.io' (ppm)

      Deccan Trap (NTBS) i 0.7 / 2.8

   Using these values for INililford granite in tlae table ancl the average value

of 'n obtained froin fixre r'tins of nieasurenient, t.he factoir K was found 'firoin
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the equation (7) to be

     K := 2.5 Å} 0.2
Tlien the equation (7) is reducecl to

     n == 3. 7(44.86 UI +15.64Th) •••••••L•L••••L•••••L-•-••••••••••-••••••-•••••<8)

where n is expressed as counts per sec. per cm2 of the surface area of the
sample as a tliicl< source, and UJ ancl Th are counts in gram per gram.
    In the future, the numerical coefficients in the aboxre equation (8) may be
slightly moclifiecl to better values by the accumulation of the reliable clata on

iH'aniuni and thoriuin content of rocl<s whose cheniical ana]vses are available.

                      Measurement with radioscope

    The details of the radioscope foi- use in the inecftsurenient of raclioactivity

o'f irocks were previouscu'ly reported by the authors.i]

    The shifting rate of the indicator of the radioscope is a meast'tre of
radioactivity of tlie sampies. In the measurement with rocks wlaich are
usually of weak radioactivity, the altiininiuni screen at the bottom of the
ionization chamber was removed so as to utilize efficiently the ioni'i.ation by

alpha-rays from the surface of the specimen placed beneath it.8)
    In the case of ionization within the liniited space of cftn ionization claainber,

the r61es of beta- and gamma-rays aire highly redticed. owing to their far
longer ranges and sinaller specific ionizations along their paths as compared
with those of alpha-rays. Practicall.y, as ireported l]ef'ore,2] the contribution of

beta- plus gamma-rays 'in the ionization meas'urement with a pulverized sample
of granite by the electroscope showe(l nearly 1/6 to 1/7 of the total activity.

    Besides this small share 'i.n ionization of beta- and gamma-rays within the
ionization chamber, the effects of' the aluniinitim foil cs absorber are very

small for beta-ray, not to mention gamma-ray. For example, that for
beta-rays is proved to be ca. 100% with AI-foil of 9.6 mg/cm2 in thickness

 (see AppencHx I), so that the following assumption inay be reasonabJy allowecl.

    Denoting the slaifting rate of the inclicator of the radioscope by alpha-,
beta- and gamma-rays without tlie Al-foil absorber as Sct+p"y, and Sp+y that
b>r beta- and gamma-rays with absorber, we have

      Stu : Sst+P•+•V - SB+Y # SO+B+V - SBÅÄY

    Consequently, taking into considerat'ion the absorption of alpha-rays in
the sample and in t'lie cft'ir be'fore entering the effective space within the
ionization chambeit, Spt can be approximately expressed as
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s. =Kt (ui (o. g6 ];}, i•,, , G,,, (RUft.-,Lt)2+o. o4.i, i. ,.G.,,.gR.>(if,:.l h_)_2)

      ml- ThV, h,G.,(RTRit;i,h)2] ...............................................................(g)

where h is the thickness of cair layer be'tween the sample and the effective
space of the ionization chambeir; K' is a proportional constant and Guxetc. are
the geometrical reduction factors for the rays f'rom each meinber of tlie three

radioactix,'e series. Gui is given as (see Appendix II)

G.,-rd2(k)fg( C -- .d ) + ?,(K )3{(k)2-i}- ,Z,( {- )5{ 7(rk-)'` -

io(Kt)2+3]+etc.] -•----------•----••-•------•--•-••-•--•-•-••-ao)

x•vhere d, l and R are shown in Fig'. 3.

    

               tu
               X

Fig. 3 Illustration figure showing
      solid angle relation of the
      sarnple and the window (the
      bottom circular area of the
      effective space) of the ioniza-

      tion chamber.

   iMeasurements were made to
 (8) ancl (12). Assuming the
calculated from the known content
Ra-standard rocks furnishecl frorn
and the rest one is biotite granite

by ASAYAMA, T. The result and
present aut.hors by hjna.

test

radioactive

  of
  the

  whose
   the

    For the calculation of
    ,=,, iurGui(r(l9ittih)2 , .1,,, iA,u G.,,.

 (R"R'U.iii.l-h)-2- and \,,,hhGTh(RZR'-ili,h)2,

 the standard sample of NBS .tw{ilford
 granite and II)eccan Trap were used,
 and from the equation (9),we get
  St =K, (0. 50UI• +0. 54 Th') ••••••••••••(11).

 Finding the values of S' by the actual
 measurement with NBS Milford granite
 of which uranium and thorium contents
 were known as shoxvn in Table 3, the
 value of K' was obtained, and finally
 the equation (ll) was reduced to
   St =: O. 067(0. 50UI,+0. 54Th')••••••(12)

 in which S' is the shifting rate of the
 inclicator of the radioscope expressed as

 div/min, and Lrl', Th' are respectively
 the uraniurri and thoriuni content in ppin.

the validity of the constants usecl in Eqs.

     equilibr'iuni, uraniuni content was

radium. Two of the samples used are
NTational Bureau of Standard of U. S. A.,

   radium content has been determined
 sample were graciously offered to the
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   Thorium content determinecl by the alpha-scintillation method using Eq.
 (8) was compared with that obtainecl by the radioscope using Eq. (12). As
seen in Table 4, the thoriuin content obtained by the two different methocls
shows a fair agreement. rl"his assures the safetwv of' the simultaneous vise of

the two equations, Eq. (8) and Eq. (12).

          Table 4. Th-content of Ra--standard rocks determined by
                  two different methods assuming the radioactixre
                  equilibrium.

                  II                  I U(ppm) 11 Th (ppm)
 Rock sample l caicu121'Ea 't'fom 'iJ'ae't'eirnliled bY'-'"'-"'I" ae{Ei'ml'fi5a 5y
                  i Ra-content l alpha-scintillation l radioscope
                  j lcounter I
Graniteville

   grainte (NBS)
Deccan trap
   basalt (NBS)

Biotite granite
      (AsAyA"fA)

10. 0

 0. 6
(0. 7) •t:

 4. 7

 3. 4

 2.0
(2. 8) *

18. 2

3.4

 2. 0

16. 8

I

      *The parenthesized values are those obtained by Hurley (loc. cit.)

          Formulae giving U- and Th-eontent by combination of
                   the two kinds of the measurement

   As nientionecl above, tlie nuniber of counts by the alpha-scintillation
counter per cm2 of the surface of the thick source of a sample per second is
given in the equation (8):

              n == 3. 7( 44. 86 U+ 15. 64 Th )
where U and Th are content of uranitim and thorium an gram per gram, UI
being simply denotecl by U.
   The surface area of the sample with our equipment is l13 cm`rl. Thei-efore,

the above equation becomes;
              n' = 1.125 U' + 0. 392Th' ••••••-•-•••••••••••••i••••••••••••••(13)

where n' denotes the observed counts per minute, U' ancl Th' content of
uraniuin and thorium respectively in ppm.
   From Eqs.(13) and (12), in which UI' is again expressecl as U', x•ve get
              Th' == 40.7 S' - 1. 21 n'
               U' = 29.9 S• - L08 Thi •••'H••••••••••••-••••••••-•-•••••(14)

Tlaus we can fincl out the uraniuni and tlioriuni content of the saniple by the
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conabined measurements by an alpha-scintillation counter and a radioscope.
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                              Appendix I

    In order to see the effect of alunainiuin foil for betcft-ray, the folloiving

ratio was ca]culated:

J,., \,N'F'fs'fA'i-5r`lili,i.N'F'fs'fA'i-SrrZl},N'F'fs'fA•i-'"N•F•fs•fA•i (forK-40)

 Io
      21 N•F•fs•i+ = N•F•fs •i +Z N•F•fs•i+N•F•fs•i (forK-40)
      Tf l' AeV I'h
where Io and Ig.6 aire intensities of ionization within the electroscope without

and with aluminium foil of the thickness 9.6 mg/cm2 respectively; N the
beta-emissions!g/sec. ; F branching ratios; fA ancl fs the correction coefficients

for absorption by aluniiniuni foil cftncl the source respectively, and •i ion
density produced by beta-ray from each element.
   Using' the values of these shown in the fol]owing table, we 1iave Jg.6/IotO. 90

as the effect of the absorbeir used.

           Table Correction coefficients for absorption of beta-rays
                  by the aluminium foil and the source.

      LN'uclides E •i• F fs fA                 (MeV) ("/o)
      U series
        23•i Th 0. 193 96 100 O. 014 0. 232
        23•iPa 2. 31 43 100 ' 0. 479. 0. 960
        2]4Pb 0. 65 49 99. .96 O. 085 0. 759.
        2i •i Bi 3. 17 43 99. 96 0. 608 0. 975
        2iopb o. o23 44o loo o. ooo o. ooe
        2igB't l. 17 42 100 0. 204 0. 321
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Appendix ff

   The geometrical reduction factors Gui etc. for rays from each member of
the three radioactive series were calculatecl as follows: In order to calculate

the proportion of the emitted rays which go beyond the circular top of tlie
truncated cone (Fig. 3), the solid angle ,S2 subtendecl by the top opening at
any point P on the base must be known.
   For a point P' on the axis of the truncated cone at a distance x from the
top,

For

 p.p' == 2rr( 1 - (1 +( g )2]-l-).

a point P at a distance r from O, where x=l and cose

 .o., .. 2. (g . f,2 p,(,., o) _ g. f,: p,(.., o)

          + i5-6• g.g- P,<COS e) - 1325s • f,9 P,<.., o)

          + 26s36 ' f,],0 pG(cos o) -etc. ),

== l/r,

where Pn(cos 0) are the zonal harmonics.
   Now, if No is the number of alpha-particles of UI emitted from a unit area
of the surface of tlae source; N, the number of alpha-pcanrticles of UI emerging

through the top surface of the truncated cone, which corresponds to the bottom

circular area of the effective space within the ionization chamber; ancl
R== (S2+l2)"tvr = (d2+2d[(Rvr-h)2 - l2]-'}'+(Rof-h)2+212)+'l- , where Rm is range

of alpha-part.icles frona UI, then,
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   Nol,S fn ' 2xy ' dy

   rv2'o itit _o. . 7-d7-

 - nd2 No(k)(>(f-
 - l52s(-ft- )5 [ 7( k )i

 + 2-gll[ir,( .d )T { ,,

 - ,26-736s(-.d )9 [ ,,,(

 + etc• l

  -io(-k )2

(k)s

 k )8 -m6 (k

ft )+ ,3,(

    +3 ]

-
63(k)i

d. )3 ((k )2m,)

+3s(k )2 ms]
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